
Modernist and Postmodern Grails



Modernism (1895-1946) 
	
T.S. Eliot, The Waste Land and the “mythical method” 
James Joyce, “Araby,” Ulysses, Finnegans Wake 

Thomas Mann, The Magic Mountain 

Marcel Proust, Remembrance of Things Past 

Alain Fournier, Le Grand Meaulnes 

C.G. Jung, Memories Dreams Reflections 

Edward Arlington Robinson, Merlin, Tristram, Lancelot 

	











“Do you know what I wanted to chisel into the back face of 
the stone? ‘Le cri de Merlin!’ For what the stone expressed 
reminded me of Merlin’s life in the forest, after he had 
vanished from the world. Men still hear his cries, so the legend 
runs, but they cannot understand or interpret them. 
 
Hence he ended in exile, and hence ‘le cri de Merlin’ which 
still sounded from the forest after his death. This cry that no 
one could understand implies that he lives on in unredeemed 
form” (MDR 228). 



With Zürich friends on an unknown island off the coast of 
southern England, a narrow strip of land some 20 miles 
long, with a medieval castle on the rocky southern end. 
Standing in the courtyard see an “imposing belfroi” rising 
up before them, and glimpse a wide stone staircase going 
up to a columned hall lit by candled. This was the castle of 
the Grail, with a celebration of the Grail that evening. An 
old German professor among them, who looks like 
Mommsen, knows nothing about it and cannot see the 
stairs or the festive glow in the hall. Instead, he speaks 
with impressive learning about the relationship between 
British and the French sources of the story, as if he were 
lecturing in a classroom, though without any 
consciousness of the meaning of the legend, nor its living 
presence, of which Jung is “intensely aware.” 





In his frustration, Jung looks around “somewhat 
helplessly” and sees that he is standing by the wall of 
the tall castle, the lower portion of which is covered by 
a kind of trellis made of black iron “artfully formed 
into a grapevine complete with leaves, twining 
tendrils, and grapes.” At intervals of six feet on the 
horizontal branches he sees tiny houses, like 
birdhouses, and suddenly notices movement in the 
foliage, which at first seems like a mouse, but turns 
out to be a “tiny, hooded gnome, a cucullatus, 
scurrying from one little house to the next.” Exclaims 
in astonishment to the professor, and then the dream 
changes. 



In the same group, without the professor, outside the 
castle in a rocky, treeless landscape. Knows something has 
to happen, because the Grail is not yet in the castle, but 
hidden in a small uninhabited house on the northern part 
of the island, the only house there. Six of them therefore 
set out northwards to bring the Grail to the castle. After 
hours of strenuous hiking come to a strait of water that 
divides the island in half. The narrowest part of the strait 
is about 100 yards. It is now nighttime, and they camp 
wearily on the ground. The landscape is unpopulated and 
desolate, without trees or shrubs, only grass and rocks, 
and there is no bridge or boat to get across the straits. One 
by one Jung’s companions fall asleep, and he comes to the 
conclusion that he alone must swim the channel and fetch 
the Grail. He strips down to do so, and the dream ends. 



Surprised to have this “essentially European dream emerging 
when I had barely worked my way out of the overwhelming 
mass of Indian impressions. Some ten years before, I had 
discovered that in many places in England the myth of the Grail 
was still a living thing, in spite of all the scholarship that has 
accumulated around this tradition. This fact had impressed me all 
the more when I realized the concordance between this poetic 
myth and what alchemy had to say about the unum vas, the una 
medicina, and the unus lapis [….] Imperiously, the dream wiped 
away all the intense impressions of India and swept me back to 
the too-long-neglected concerns of the Occident, which had 
formerly been expressed in the quest for the Holy Grail as well 
as in the search for the philosopher’s stone [….] It was as though 
the dream were asking me, ‘What are you doing in India? Rather 
seek for yourself and your fellows the healing vessel, the 
servator mundi, which you urgently need. For your state is 
perilous; you are all in imminent danger of destroying all that 
centuries have built up’” (282-83) 
 









T.S. Eliot (1888-1965) 
		
1888    Birth in St. Louis 
1914/15  London, "Prufrock," Vivien, Bloomsbury 
1919-21  Father, Marriage, Breakdown, Ezra Pound 
1922    The Waste Land; Criterion, Faber & Faber 
1927    Baptism and Citizenship 
1936-43  Vivien, Blitz, Criterion, Four Quartets  
1948    Nobel Prize, Order of Merit, Degrees 



Couples: Fictional, Mythical, Literary, Historical 
  
Marie & Archduke, "I" & Hyacinth Girl, Nameless Narrator 

and Nervous Wife, Lil and Albert, Sweeney & Mrs. 
Porter, Typist and Clerk 

 
Tristan and Isolde, Tereus and Philomel, Diana and Actaeon, 

Siegfried and Brunnhilde 
 
Antony and Cleopatra, Elizabeth and Leicester 

		
	
	



Postmodernism (1946-Present) 
Mulitcultural, Postcolonialism, Gender Issues  

 Huizinga, Homo Ludens: Ludic Syncretism  
Robert Graves, The White Goddess (1948) 
Joseph Campbell Creative Mythology 

Heinrich Zimmer The King and the Corpse 

Emma Jung and M.L. von Franz The Grail Legend (1960) 
Jean Erdman, “The Perilous Chapel” (1959) 
C.G. Jung, Memories Dreams Reflections (1961) 



Postmodernist Arthurian Literature 
	

•  Charles Williams, Taliessin Through Logres, The Region of 
Summer Stars 

•  Leonora Carrington, The Hearing Trumpet 

•  T.H. White, The Once and Future King 

•  Thomas Pynchon, Gravity’s Rainbow (1972) 
•  Umberto Eco, Foucault’s Pendulum 

•  Italo Calvino, Castle of Crossed Destinies 

•  John Heath-Stubbs, Artorius 

	
	















St Martin d’Ardèche 















	 

Departure and Arrival 
  

 Galahad and Muriel, Robert and Flavia (Expatriots) 
 Anna Wertz and Santa Brigida  (Buildings Toad Stools, Egyptian Mummy) 
 Dr. Gambit, Natacha Gonzales, Mrs. Van Tocht 
 Crane Dance and Bee Pond 
 Georgian Sykes, Claude la Checherelle, Maude and Veronica 
 Christabel Burns and the Book 

  
Story of the Abbess 

  
 Dominico Eucharisto and Friar Nacob, Letter from Bishop 
 Rosicrucian Pseudoepigraphia, Cornelius Agrippa 
 Mary Magdalen (Lawrence, Kazantzakis, H.D.) 
 Prince Zosimos of Nineveh, Bishop and Templars of Ireland 
 Rosalinda, Taliessin, Annwn, and the Grail 
 Return, birth and death 

	



Apocalypse and Initiation 
  
Arrivals of Carmella, Taliessin, Marlborough and Anubeth 
Zam Pollum and Bee Goddess 
Earthquake, Riddles and Cauldron 
  

Archetypal Patterns 
  
Nekyia: Architecture, Abbess, Hecate, Anubeth, Cauldron in Hell, 

Order of Holy Coffin, Siddhe, Annwn 
Great Goddess: Venus, Epona, Hecate, Diana, Macha, Barbarus, Crane 

Dance, Mary Magdalen, Ceridwen, Bees 
Hermetic: Sephira, Homunculus, Zosimos, Coniunctio, Hermaphrodite 
Arthurian: Grail, Taliessin and Ceridwen, Sidhe, Annwn, Templars 



Carrington’s Grail 

•   Chalice of Venus with elixir of life made Cupid a god 
•   Falls to Cave of Epona-Barbarus-Hecate during labor 
•   Stolen by Seth, then Templar (Jewish and Christian contexts) 
•   Templars take Chalice to West of Ireland, Rath of Conor 
•   Abbess conspires with Taliessin to steal Chalice, but fails 
•   Apocalyptic reversal of poles destroys Rath of Conor 
•   Chalice taken to London 
•   Taliessin and Coven at Hampstead Heath 
•   Grail in a vault under Bank of England 
•   Jesuits fly Grail to city where the Old Ladies’ Home is 
•   Marlborough arrives in Ark with werewolf sister Anubeth 
•   Ladies conjure Bee Goddess “Zam Pollum” 
•   Steal Grail from Archbishop, return it to Goddess  



Bee Goddess, Maze, Nekyia and Poeisis 
		
•  Mycenaean Seals: goddesses with wasp waists, bee heads 
•  Mycenaean burial sites (tomb at Pylos): large beehive 
•  Minoan Linear B tablets: “a jar of honey” to the “Lady of the 

Labyrinth” 
•  Asia Minor: dead were embalmed in honey, “pithoi”  
•  Demeter: “pure mother bee” offered honey cakes 
•  Aphrodite (Melissa), Priestesses, (melissae), Golden 

Honeycomb 
•  Delphic priestesses: bee goddesses, honey mead (“Homeric 

Hymn to Hermes” 
•  Sirens in the Odyssey 
•  Norse myth: mead of wisdom, a mixture of honey and blood 
	





























David Jones 



The Arthurian Romances 

Grail Quests 



Cara Wallia Derelicta 
Dear,	abandoned	Wales	on	the	feast	day	of	
Damaseus,	Friday	the	Eleventh	day	of	December,	
then	was	all	Wales	cast	down'	(the	last	bit	of	that	is	a	
line	from	the	Elegy		to	Llywelyn	the	Last	na>ve	Prince	
of	Wales	who	was	killed	on	that	day).	The	inscrip>on	
goes	on	to	suggest	a	lineage	for	Llywelyn	such	as	that	
claimed	by	Geoffrey	of	Monmouth	for	Arthur,	but	
using	the	La>n	of	Virgil	mixed	with	the	Welsh	of	
Gruffudd	ap	yr	Ynad	Coch:	
	
The	ineluctable	hour	of	Troy	has	come	
A	leader's	head,	a	dragon's	head	was	upon	him	
Fair	Llywelyn's	head,	a	shock	to	the	world	
That	an	iron	stake	has	pierced	it.	
	
(Llywelyn's	body	was	buried	at	Abbey	Cwm	Hir	in	
Wales	but	his	head	was	impaled	on	London	Bridge.)	
	
And	then,	s>ll	echoing	the	Elegy	from	Llywelyn's	bard:	
	
'There	is	no	counsel,	no	closure,	no	opening'	(this	
running	up	the	side	of	the	inscrip>on).	
	
So	here,	on	the	'first	day	aRer	ten'	of	December,	this	
is	in	memory	of	that	winter	-	ab	hieme	-	1282.	



Quia per incarnati 
“QUIA PER INCARNATI  VERBI 
MYSTERIVM (For by the mystery of the 
Word made flesh) 
 
NOVA MENTIS NOSTRAE OCVLIS 
LVX TVAE CLARITATIS INFULSIT (the 
light of thy brightness has shone anew 
into the eyes of our mind) 
 
 MINERVA JOVIS CAPITE ORTA 
(Minerva has sprung from the head of 
Jove). 



































Anselm Kiefer 







Hans	Jurgen	Syberberg	







Syberberg’s Parsifal 

•  hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PZErcCuEgA	
	

•  hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mic_EOGOTzE	

•  hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-n9E7kSYOT0	

•  hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=1EFjFMQ0CJc&list=PLCvPfS1JKTA9JFRUtLSOZjOI8
oKe9R-1	











hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikssfUhAlgg	









hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yd60nI4sa9A	







Eric Rohmer: Perceval (1978) 
 

hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hHwSckCrlkE	
	



John Boorman: Excalibur (1981) 

hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rKBLd5vScH0&index=23&list=PLh51vNOgBCdiBDpwcfsP7xPbcerZs7OEc	
	
hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dV_HaaQfLU	







Gordon Lindsey Watercolors: Hartman von 
Aue’s Iwein (1200) 

 
http://sites.cal.msu.edu/iwein/ 








































